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COMPAGNIE DIDIER THÉRON

SHANGHAI BOLERO

Triptych

SHANGHAI

BOLERO

DIDIER THÉRON / MAURICE RAVEL

« Under the skin the body
is an overheated factory »
Antonin ARTAUD
This creation was ordered for the Shanghai World Expo 2010. It is built around the composition of
Ravel’s “Boléro”, perceived here as a support, and it is presented in 3 choreographic forms.
I chose this work – of which Ravel said it was without music - for its simple, even banal, principle of
composition, for its “cultural” dimension and its inclusion in the collective memory, on a dance level
as well as on a musical level: Few works have this rationale. I wish to juxtapose it as a support for new
choreographic forms, treat its modernism and ours like
a mirror.
It is about revealing this work, seeing and perceiving it in a different way, giving dance and the body
different postures, approaching notions of sensuality, eroticism, by questioning the construction of
emotions, and eventually, approaching “the mechanics of desire” from a technical point of view:
This approach can be seen as a search for a live form which allows the materialisation of the image of
desire and fantasy.
It is also about resituating the Boléro, questioning its place and its dimension in our perception of the
world, questioning the notion of sacralization of the work. We will try to appropriate this work with
the process of construction/deconstruction, or at least conduct a dialogue with it, a way of
desacralizing it, and also a way to give it a different life with a different body.
On the approach and the sources.
With this creation I pursue the exploration of new subjects and regions by using guiding lines of an
aesthetic which I continually enrich: the mechanics of the body, of bodies, precise movement
execution as a means of transcending perception, immobility as a universe and as another way of
perceiving movement, the positioning of the body in the geometry of space and the positioning of the
geometry in the body, and finally, the body as a sign, as a producer of signs.
But this project shall be conducted by, for, and about women. A few references as explanation: Along
with the mechanics of the body mentioned above, I propose a research on the “mechanics of desire”
developed by Hans Bellmer and his studies, and the mechanics of the images he proposes. My
attention is directed towards the technical aspect of Hans Bellmer’s research (complexity and
mechanical ingenuity of The Doll) as well as towards the images produced, photos and drawings. This
material will be handed over to the dancers.
Didier Théron

Press review (extracts)
Clockwork precision is demanded, with the slightest lapse in
concentration leading to anarchy. Full of dramatic tension, Shanghai
Bolero fits the anguished Bolero like a cloak. It was a superb
performance. – Rita Clarke
The Australian, 2015
The physical bodies are like the musical instruments of Ravel’s
composition. Through the means of a mechanical and
exasperatingly repetitive motive, they are gradually charged with
erotic energy. The wiry dancers approach the construction of desire
with their athletic energy; desire also being an uprising in which
they fight and support each other.
Practically 20 minutes of mercilessly perfect dance energy performed
in squares of light, and inhabited by the refined intelligence of a
circular composition. – Elisabeth Einecke-Klövekorn
General Anzeiger, 2011
Three times seventeen minutes of pure bliss. Bodies brush against
each other, cross without touching. We see faces with impassive
eyes, looking straight ahead as if absent in this theater. Gradually,
they come closer, meet and sensually embrace, individualities
disappear, couples and groups emerge, combine and separate,
freeze and move on again. We are fascinated.
When the curtain falls, applause and bravos cut through the tension
of the captivated audience. Exhausted by their physical performance
and their extreme concentration, the dancers smile: their joy
equaled ours, even the music had a particular splendor, the Boléro
was vigorously rejuvenated. – Jacqueline Maurel
L’Hérault du jour, 2011

